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What do you want to achieve with a 
donation?

What do you want to 
achieve with a donation? 
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What do NPOs want to achieve? 

"Improving the lives of people 
in need and the vulnerable 
through the power of 
humanity." 

Mission Statement Red Cross 

As Caritas, we are committed to solidarity and 
social justice. Out of Christian conviction and 
on the basis of Catholic social teaching, we work 
for a world in which human dignity is 
inviolable. That is why we fight against 
discrimination, violence, intolerance and 
poverty.

 It is all about creating social 
added value/social impact
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What do NPOs want to achieve? 

"Greenpeace is an international 
environmental organization that 
campaigns worldwide for the 
preservation of the natural 
foundations of human and 
natural life and justice for all 
living things in the present 
and the future. In doing so, it 
tackles problems tenaciously -
even in the face of opposition and 
over longer periods of time."

 It is all about creating social 
added value/social impact



What is communicated in 
terms of success? 
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Communication of impact of NPOs?

Source: Caritas Impact Report 
https://www.caritas-
wien.at/fileadmin/storage/wien/aktuell/news/2
020/wirkungsbericht-2019.pdf 
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Communication of impact of NPOs?

Source: WCC 2019 Annual Report https://www.roteskreuz.at/jahresbericht
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Greenpeace Switzerland 
Annual report 2020
44 pages, including 2 pages on achievements of the 
international organization without context, 1 page on 
achievements, 23 on P&L, balance sheet and 
accounting, 12 others (crew, campaigns etc.) 
https://issuu.com/greenpeace-
switzerland/docs/jahresbericht_d_20/2?ff 

Communication of impact of NPOs?

Plan 
Annual report 2021 
Definition of 6 impact areas; There is an impact target and indicators 
as well as a baseline and endline survey of projects; cross-project 
impacts are not reported. 
https://www.plan.de/fileadmin/website/05._Ueber_uns/PDF/Transpare
nz/Jahresberichte/Plan-International_Jahresbericht_2021.pdf

SOS Children's Village Austria 
Annual report 2020 
Many performance metrics. Some 
descriptions of success from international 
projects; impact is not even mentioned
https://www.sos-
kinderdorf.at/getmedia/c32f7bd1-9a11-4558-
bc79-f085dc59adb4/Jahresbericht-2020-
Langversion.pdf 

https://issuu.com/greenpeace-switzerland/docs/jahresbericht_d_20/2?ff
https://issuu.com/greenpeace-switzerland/docs/jahresbericht_d_20/2?ff
https://www.plan.de/fileadmin/website/05._Ueber_uns/PDF/Transparenz/Jahresberichte/Plan-International_Jahresbericht_2021.pdf
https://www.plan.de/fileadmin/website/05._Ueber_uns/PDF/Transparenz/Jahresberichte/Plan-International_Jahresbericht_2021.pdf
https://www.sos-kinderdorf.at/getmedia/c32f7bd1-9a11-4558-bc79-f085dc59adb4/Jahresbericht-2020-Langversion.pdf
https://www.sos-kinderdorf.at/getmedia/c32f7bd1-9a11-4558-bc79-f085dc59adb4/Jahresbericht-2020-Langversion.pdf
https://www.sos-kinderdorf.at/getmedia/c32f7bd1-9a11-4558-bc79-f085dc59adb4/Jahresbericht-2020-Langversion.pdf
https://www.sos-kinderdorf.at/getmedia/c32f7bd1-9a11-4558-bc79-f085dc59adb4/Jahresbericht-2020-Langversion.pdf
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Are these impacts?

Are impacts being
communicated here? 

Is this consistent 
with the mission of 

NPOs?



NPOs have service delivery with a focus on impact on their target groups 
and the associated social added value in their genes, but are weak in 
concrete evidence of impact. Output and key performance indicators are in 
the foreground. Impacts are measured and described at project level, if at 
all. There is hardly any management on the basis of effectiveness 
indicators.
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Conclusion NPOs 



How could impact 
measurement and 
analysis be conceptually 
meaningful? 
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What is impact? 
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Source: Grünhaus, C./Rauscher O. (2021): "Impact and impact analysis in NPOs, companies and organizations with social added value. ", 
Impact Paper, NPO & SE Competence Center at WU. Download at: https://short.wu.ac.at/impact-paper

Impact chain - the basis 

https://short.wu.ac.at/impact-paper
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Impact model 

Source: Grünhaus, C./Rauscher O. (2021): "Impact and impact analysis in NPOs, companies and organizations with social added value. ", 
Working Paper, NPO & SE Competence Center at WU. Download at: https://short.wu.ac.at/impact-paper

https://short.wu.ac.at/impact-paper


What are impacts? The impact box 

Source: Grünhaus, Christian/ Rauscher, Olivia (2020): A tool that could help: The impact box. In: Burmester, Monika/ 
Friedemann, Jan/ Funk, Catharina Stephanie/ Kühnert, Sabine (eds.): The impact debate in neighborhood work. 
Wiesbaden: Springer VS. pp. 135-153.

Which
impacts?

Where do 
impacts arise 
structurally? 

When do 
impacts arise?
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Impact analysis: step-by-step procedure 

Source: Grünhaus, C./Rauscher O. (2021): "Impact and impact analysis in NPOs, companies 
and organizations with social added value. ", Working Paper, NPO & SE Competence Center 
at WU. Download at: https://short.wu.ac.at/impact-paper

Purpose of the impact analysis

Communication 
of impacts

Strategy (re)formulation
based on impacts

Steering
based on impacts

Stakeholder identification 

Hypothetical impact model

Identification and more detailed description of impacts

Measuring the breadth of impacts

Measurement of the intensity of impacts

Evaluation of impacts

Presentation and condensation of impacts
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

https://short.wu.ac.at/impact-paper


• Steering of the organization on the basis of key performance 
indicators 

• Establishing an impact controlling system 
Impact-oriented steering

• Reputation building, branding, positioning  
• Establishing or securing legitimacy in external perception External communication 

• Mobilizing resources 
• Establishing or securing legitimacy towards financiers e.g. social 
impact investors  

Search for investors, 
fundraising 

• Improving strategy development; basis for strategic decisions
• Promoting organizational learning; optimizing processes 

Strategic and organizational 
development 

• Entering cooperations in the sense of social value chains
• Increasing social added value by scaling the business model 

Strategic cooperation and 
scaling
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Why impact analysis? 

What is the
purpose?

The more significant 
in their strategic 
scale, 
the more politically 
sensitive,
the more fundamental 
in the consequences,   
the closer to science, 
=> the more rigid the 
measurement should 
be  



How rigid does it need to be? 
Basic research and survey designs
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Within the designs: 
selection of concrete 
research methods!

Secondary 
data

General 
statistics 

Secondary 
material 
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Measuring impact – a method overview

Survey

structured -
unstructured

In person/video
call/phone/written

Group-
discussion

Observation

structured -
unstructured

participating or 
non-participating

open or
concealed

Content 
analysis

Texts

Images

Films

Non-reactive 
survey 

methods

Behavioral traces

Process produced 
data

Official 
statistics



 Indicators are parameters that allow a 
representation or quantification of a 
fact that is not measurable or is very 
difficult to measure.

 Indicators are usually quantitative, but can 
also be qualitative (descriptive) 

 Indicators allow the clearest possible 
assignment to a category. They are 
comparative instruments that indicate 
differences or similarities on the basis of a 
common comparative yardstick (scale)

 Which indicators are used to assess 
success (target/actual comparison) 
depends on the targets

 A rough distinction can be made between the 
following indicators in connection with success 
analyses, evaluations and impact measurements: 
 Input indicators 
 Output indicators 
 Process indicators 
 Impact indicators 

 Is measurement always done via indicators? 
 Direct measurement (measurand)
 Quantitative via an indicator
 Proxy - indicator (auxiliary construct)

 Types of indicators by complexity
 Simple indicators (e.g. number of students in a 

class)
 Relative measures (e.g. share of older people in 

unemployment)  
 Complex indices (e.g. WHOQOL; OECD: Better Life 

Index) 

Basic information about indicators

How rigid 
does it have 

to be?

Should/must 
indicators be 
connectable 

for 
comparisons? 
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What is social added value? 
Social values and goals as a yardstick for evaluation

... what does it look like at the 
meso level of organizations and 
companies? Are there impact 
goals? 



Illustration : Impact map 
Example: Viennese Assistance to the Homeless
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The impact model with control option of 
an overall organization - example

Source: Grünhaus, C./Rauscher O. (2021): "Impact and impact analysis in 
NPOs, companies and organizations with social added value. ", Working 
Paper, NPO & SE Competence Center at WU. Download at: 
https://short.wu.ac.at/impact-paper

Explanatory video: https://www.wu.ac.at/npocompetence/videos
.

For which
purpose?How is

steering done? 

https://short.wu.ac.at/impact-paper
https://www.wu.ac.at/npocompetence/videos


A few examples

How do companies measure 
their social impact? Non-
financial reporting as a 
solution?
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Global Reporting Initiative 
GRI - Sustainability Reporting Standards

 Impact model as basis: no
 Stakeholders/persons affected by impacts

taken into account: Limited and only 
individual aspects/impacts (employees; 
suppliers; customers; environment) 

 Focus on large companies 
 Added value or additional impact considered: 

No
 Number of standards: 37 
 Number of „disclosures" ~ Indicators:   

 Reporting in accordance with the GRI 
Standards enables an organization to 
provide a comprehensive picture of its 
most significant impacts on the economy, 
environment, and people, including impacts on 
their human rights, and how it manages these 
impacts. This allows information users to 
make informed assessments and decisions 
about the organization's impacts and its 
contribution to sustainable development.

=> Mostly no 
impact 
measurement 
but 
measurement 
of activities  



Other indicators: 
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI Standards)

GRI 412: Human Rights Compliance Audit

Source: Global Reporting Initiative (2016): GRI Standards. GRI 412. human rights assessment. Available 
at: https://www.globalreporting.org/standards/media/1027/gri-412-human-rights-assessment-2016.pdf

https://www.globalreporting.org/standards/media/1027/gri-412-human-rights-assessment-2016.pdf


 Impact model as basis: No 
 Stakeholders/persons

affected by impacts
considered: Limited and 
only individual 
aspects/impacts at a time.

 Added value or additional 
impact considered: no

 Focus on impact investors 
 Number of indicators from 

which (partially) selected: 
685 

 IRIS+ is the generally 
accepted impact accounting 
system that leading impact 
investors use to measure, 
manage, and optimize their 
impact.
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IRIS+

PI4243: Student to Toilet Ratio - Number of students per functioning toilet during 
the reporting period.

PI6858: Payments to Supplier Individuals: Disabilities - Value of payments made 
by the organization to individuals with disabilities who sold goods or services to 
the organization during the reporting period.

OI9650: Forced Labor Policy - Indicates whether the organization has a written 
policy against forced labor and a system to monitor compliance of this policy.

OI8429: Community Service Hours Contributed - Number of hours volunteered by 
full-time and part-time employees of the organization during the reporting period.

=> Mostly no 
impact 
measurement 
but 
measurement 
of activities 
or outputs 



Economic/financial success is still in the foreground. Even 
sustainability reporting by companies, which is on the upswing, 
usually falls short of the mark, as it primarily serves to legitimize 
rather than manage performance. In addition, they are often 
ecology-heavy and have little reference to different stakeholders. 
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Conclusion company 



Is impact measurement an issue here? 

How do donation seals of
approval deal with
impacts? 
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 Number of test criteria: 102  
 Number of test criteria on social added 

value: 1

Effective use of funds: 
 The organization reviews the impact of its 

activities and uses the lessons learned to 
guide future resource allocation. 

 It develops suitable procedures for 
monitoring the impacts. 

 The methodology, scope and frequency of 
impact monitoring are based on the funding 
volume, duration and complexity of the 
activities. 

 The costs and benefits of impact monitoring 
are proportionate to each other. 

 The results of the impact monitoring and 
the implementation of the findings derived 
from it are documented in writing and 
published in summary form.

The German DZI Donation Seal 
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Impact monitoring is the 
continuous observation and 
evaluation of changes 
triggered by a project with 
the aim of impact-oriented 
control.

=> No impact 
measurement required! 



 Number of standards: 21
 Number of subcriteria: 85  
 Number of standards on impacts or social added value: 

1
 Number of subcriteria on impacts: 4 

Standard 10 impact
 The organization continuously examines the impact of its 

core activities. It defines goals for this purpose. These are 
reviewed regularly. The corresponding responsibilities are 
clear. 

 The following questions are used to review impact-oriented 
action: 
 What do we want to achieve as an organization? 
 What strategies will we use to achieve these goals? 
 What resources and capabilities do we have to implement these 

strategies? 
 How do we know if we are making progress? 
 What have we achieved so far and what not yet? 

 The organization integrates the topic of impact into public 
reporting in an appropriate manner.

The Swiss ZEWO Seal of Approval 
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Standard 7 Internal control 

The highest governance body shall ensure 
adequate internal control and risk 
management with respect to 

a.) the achievement of the strategic goals of 
the organization
b.) the impact-oriented and efficient provision 
of services

Regular impact review

=> No impact 
measurement required! 



 Number of test criteria: 35  
 Number of questions on the 

test criteria: 228*. 
 Number of test criteria for 

social added value: 0
 Number of questions on the 

social added value achieved: 
0

The Austrian seal of approval for donations
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https://www.osgs.at/fuer-prueferinnen/*without finance and accounting checklist



Formal 
requirements 

and 
organization

Information 
obligations

Fundraising Use of funds
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What is tested by the OSGS audit?

• Legal form
• Non-profit status
• Availability of annual 

financial statements
• Administrative rgans
• Rules of procedure
• Internal organization
• Etc.

Principles of economy and efficiency in 
the foreground

Impact and social added value do 
not occur

• Presents annual report 
activities and donation 
flows

• Self-promotion 
• Financial Report 

• Personnel expenses and payroll 
system

• Procedures for investments, 
leases and loan agreements ...

• Investment of financial assets 
• Donation projects 

• In accordance with the 
Articles of Association

• Planning and controlling
system

• Economy and efficiency in 
the use of funds

• Donation advertising costs 
• Administrative expenses
• Etc.

• Compliance with legal 
requirements for 
fundraising and 
advertising

• Supporting 
memberships

• Inheritances
• Revenues
• Etc.

Are logbooks being
kept?

Is the impact 
measured or at 
least plausibly 

presented?



 Inclusion of the topics „impact" and "social value added" as an audit dimension 

 Minimum requirement: 
 Existing impact goals that fit the mission and strategy 
 Creation of a hypothetical impact model that takes into account stakeholders and impacted parties 

as well as deadweight considerations (e.g., available alternatives with spare capacity) 

 Increased requirements for larger fundraising NPOs: 
 Prioritization of stakeholders and those affected by impacts, as well as their impacts. 
 Structured presentation of impacts
 Regular survey of whether prioritized imacpts occur
 Measurement of individual impacts

 Assessment of whether the impact measurement and analysis was carried out professionally at 
the respective level 
 Survey design comprehensible and capable of producing valid results
 Methodical implementation comprehensible and suitable
 Evaluation of the data comprehensible and methodologically appropriate 
 Analysis logically comprehensible and related to impacts
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Possible further development of the donation seal of 
approval with a view to impact/social added value



Publications on the topic 
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www.wu.ac.at/npocompetence  

http://www.wu.ac.at/npo-competence


Competence Center for Nonprofit 
Organizations and Social Entrepreneurship 

Welthandelsplatz 1
1020 Vienna, Austria

Dr. Christian Grünhaus

Scientific director 
Senior Researcher 

T +43-1-313 36-5888
M +43-699-19250584
christian.gruenhaus@wu.ac.at
www.wu.ac.at/npocompetence
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Registration for more information: 
https://www.wu.ac.at/npo-infos

If you're in the mood for more impact 
analysis: 

https://www.wu.ac.at/npo-infos
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